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Grace to you and peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.
the teaching of Jesus is bringing controversy and rejection by some. Opposition and rejection are not
new themes, but the tension is rising here, and Jesus actually fuels the fire by radical pronouncements
which must have been developed for the specific purpose of generating controversy in order to show the
differences in approach of those clinging to the old teachings and those open to new ways of looking at
things. This time, the opposition is not coming from the scribes but from the Pharisees. And in the
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Dietary laws gained such prominence as a point of contention between traditional Jews and Jesus
followers that it continued to plague the early church in its period of rapid growth and potential for
further growth
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this context, then, the teaching of Jesus in this passage identifies the
obstacle to full compliance with his teachings as the Pharisaic party representing the conservative
opposition to his ministry. This points out in stark relief the critical importance of the issue of dietary
laws to both practicing Jews and followers of Jesus.
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rather than that of struggle and military engagement with Rome. The issue of
dietary laws was never part of the traditional Jewish expectation of the Messiah who would save Israel.
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religious leaders which meant that any potential converts to the way of life advocated by the disciples of
Jesus in the wake of the Resurrection and Ascension would have been torn between two powerful voices
---- that of tradition and that of change. We certainly see this play out in the passage here about the
dietary laws.
example, that purity laws in general are put in place in very traditional societies under authoritarian
leadership. People are taught to avoid all contact with a person under suspicion (for breaking social rules,
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order to conserve water in a climate of limited supplies of a scarce resource. The oral law, as developed
to apply the Torah to every facet or life. Also, to understand the Pharisees we need to recognize that
the practice to a designated minority of holy people. Further, not only were hands considered dirty and
therefore unpure because they had been used to work the soil or cut and sand wood, for example, but
also because they had been used for common chores rather than holy ones. That common element figured
prominently in the rules for washing hands because the concern was not about hygiene as we might
imagine.
And all of this has to do with what it means to be a Jew. It is a question of identity, and in human affairs
these matters can become far more important than the initial observations of people from outside the
group might suggest. Human beings seem to have an inherent need to determine who is in and who is
out in their particular social settings, and this does not appear to be a practice long ago eliminated by a
scientific outlook. In some respects, then, the people we encounter in antiquity are not so very different
from you and me. If we read scripture in this way, not simply assuming that people from the ancient
world were somehow less intelligent, less sophisticated, less able to interpret reality in understandable
terms, more limited and primitive than you or me, we will find that certain barriers to understanding an
ancient document like the Bible fall away and reveal truths that are lasting and meaningful and worthy
of our attention. Thanks be to God.
In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Amen.
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